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24 Hour Emergency Plumber 
 
We specialise in Emergency Plumbing 24 hours a day. 
 
Need an emergency plumber in Adelaide? For an emergency plumber in Adelaide that you can 
trust, call AAA Plumbing Fix Adelaide. Plumbing emergencies don’t happen only during the day, 
which is why we have a dedicated team of emergency plumbers in Adelaide available 24hrs a 
day dedicated to meeting your plumbing needs. 
 
We specialise in Emergency Plumbing 24 hours a day. Call us night or day if your toilet is not 
working, your drains are clogged or you have any kind of leaking pipes. Our 24 hr plumbing 
service is ready to help you, especially at the most inconvenient times! 
 
Tap Plumbing 
Tap repairs and replacements 
 
Should you experience a dripping tap washer or your taps have become tight and difficult to 
turn on or off, AAA Plumbing Fix will have the right solution. We can repair most taps of 
different models. We use quality tap washers on all tap ware as they are far longer lasting. 
 
Our highly experienced plumbers hold a range of taps, so replacements of your existing tap can 
easily be done without two visits and less inconvenience to you. 
 
Blocked Drains 
No more blocked drains 
 
We are the blocked drain experts. 
 
AAA Plumbing Fix have vehicles that carry high pressure water jetters which are the most 
effective tool for clearing blocked drains, and our experienced plumbers will be able to quickly 
get your drain cleared and flowing smoothly again. 
 
Where required, AAA Plumbing Fix is also able to carry out a drain camera inspection to 
diagnose problems that may cause the drain to re-block. 
 



We can fix, unclog or repair any drain with the best services and plumbing repairs in Adelaide. 
 
No blockage is too big or small for AAA Plumbing Fix. 
 
Hot Water Plumbing 
 
Never have a cold shower with AAA Plumbing Fix 
 
Have you ever come home after a long day to find that you have no hot water? AAA Plumbing 
can repair, service and replace electric hot water heaters, of any size. 
 
AAA Plumbing Fix will install new hot water heaters, provide regular hot water system 
maintenance, install pipes, rectify problems with rusty hot water, provide safety hot water 
system inspections and install energy efficient hot water heater devices. 
 
We understand that you dont usually think of your hot water until it stops working, but dont 
worry you are not alone. 
 
Any other questions about hot water heaters? Call AAA Plumbers Fix today. 
 
 
 
Plumbing services we provide to Adelaide: 
 
Leaking Taps 
 
Repair leaking taps and replace tap washers, leak detections, new tap and water saver washer 
installation. 
 
Blocked Drains 
 
If you have blocked drains we use our specialised equipment to search and locate and clear the 
blockage. 
 
Emergency Plumber 
 
Call 0422 010 322. For a plumber in Adelaide that you can trust, call us. We are available 24 
hours a day. 
Backflow Testing and Prevention 
 
We can professionally install sinks, dishwashers, insinkerators or mixer taps into your kitchen. 
 
Hot Water Problems 
 



Hot water systems repair and installations to ensure hot water all year round. 
 
Renovations 
 
Fix leaking taps, grout cracking or water leaks, new taps, new baths, showers, toilet 
installations. 
 
 


